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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which process has the goal to maintain and improve rr Service
quality, through a constant cycle of agreeing, monitoring and
reporting upon IT service achievements and the investigation of
actions to eradicate poor service?
A. IT Service Continuity Management
B. Service Level Management
C. Financial Management for IT Services
D. Availability Management
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
The common method of breaking larger network address space into
smaller networks is known as:
A. subnetting.
B. packet filtering.
C. virtualization.
D. phishing.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Subnetting is a dividing process used on networks to divide
larger groups of hosts into smaller collections.
Incorrect Answers:
A. Phishing is a type of social-engineering broadcast attack
that concentrates on pilfering credentials or identity data
from possible targets.
B. Virtualization allows a single set of hardware to host
multiple virtual machines.
C. Packet filtering is used to regulate network access by
monitoring outgoing and incoming packets and allowing them to
pass or be blocked based on the source and destination Internet
Protocol (IP) addresses, protocols and ports.
References:
Stewart, James Michael, CompTIA Security+ Review Guide, Sybex,
Indianapolis, 2014, pp. 39, 40, 120
https://www.techopedia.com/definition/4038/packet-filtering

NEW QUESTION: 3
A web application with multiple services runs on Amazon EC2
instances behind an Application Load Balancer. The application
stores data in an Amazon RDS Multi-AZ DB instance. The instance
health check used by the load balancer returns PASS if at least
one service is running on the instance.
The company uses AWS CodePipeline with AWS CodeBuild and AWS
CodeDeploy steps to deploy code to test and production
environments. Recently, a new version was unable to connect to
the database server in the test environment. One process was
running, so the health checks reported healthy and the
application was promoted to production, causing a production
outage.
The company wants to ensure that test builds are fully
functional before a promotion to production.
Which changes should a DevOps Engineer make to the test and
deployment process? (Choose two.)
A. Refactor the health check endpoint the Elastic Load Balancer
is checking to return a text-based status result and configure
the load balancer to check for a valid response.
B. Add an automated functional test to the pipeline that
ensures solid test cases are performed.
C. Refactor the health check endpoint the Elastic Load Balancer
is checking to better validate actual application
functionality.

D. Add a dependency checking step to the existing testing
framework to ensure compatibility.
E. Add a manual approval action to the CodeDeploy deployment
pipeline that requires a Testing Engineer to validate the
testing environment.
Answer: A,D
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